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Abstract—In order to cope with the wireless traffic demand
explosion within the next decade, operators are underlying their
macro-cellular networks with low power base stations in a more
dense manner. Such networks are typically referred to as heterogeneous or ultra-dense small cell networks, and their deployment
entails a number of challenges in terms of backhauling, capacity
provision, and dynamics in spatio-temporally fluctuating traffic
load. Self-organizing network (SON) solutions have been defined
to overcome these challenges. Since self-organization occurs in a
plethora of biological systems, we identify the design principles of
immune system self-regulation and draw analogies with respect
to ultra-dense small cell networks. In particular, we develop a
mathematical model of an Artificial Immune System (AIS) that
autonomously activates or deactivates small cells in response to
the local traffic demand. The main goal of the proposed AISbased SON approach is the enhancement of energy efficiency and
improvement of cell-edge throughput. As a proof of principle,
system level simulations are carried out, in which the bioinspired algorithm is evaluated for various parameter settings,
such as the speed of small cell activation and the delay of
deactivation. Analysis using spatio-temporally varying traffic
exhibiting uncertainty through geo-location demonstrates the
robustness of the AIS-based SON approach proposed.
Index Terms—immune cells; ultra-dense small cell networks;
mobile traffic; heterogeneous networks; bio-inspired; biology

I. I NTRODUCTION
The ongoing enormous mobile data traffic growth and new
emerging applications in wireless networks pose tough challenges on academia and industry [1]. Future fifth generation
(5G) wireless network technology is supposed to support
very high data rates, ultra-low end-to-end latency, as well as
highly reliable applications [2]. However, these requirements
can only be met by a multitude of complementary improvements compared to current fourth generation (4G) wireless
technologies, which, in principle, can be summarized as network densification in space (through, e. g., ultra-dense small
cell deployments) and densification in spectrum (e. g., novel
waveform designs and millimeter wave communications) [2],
[3]. Further crucial technologies that are vital to support the
network densification are advances in the backhaul and selforganizing network (SON) algorithms.
A. Paradigm Shifts in Network Planning and Optimization
Mobile operators of current 4G technologies focus on
providing cell edge data rates of about 1 Mbps and improving
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them by heterogeneous deployments of cells of different types
along with techniques like cell range expansion and (enhanced)
inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) [4]. Thereby, planning and operating these technologies is still strongly driven
from a network point of view, meaning with a focus on
network-related metrics like coverage or spectral efficiency.
However, in order to be really a key driver for the expected
1000-fold increase in network capacity in 5G networks [5],
base station (BS) deployments and operation strategies have
to become user-specific rather than remain network-specific.
This includes not only a change in key performance metrics,
but also a much more detailed knowledge about user behavior,
specifically the spatio-temporal characteristics of user data
traffic demand [6]. To the best knowledge of the authors,
the publications [7], [8] are the first attempts to analyze
and model traffic demand beyond the spatial resolution in
the order of macro cells. In particular, the authors in [6]
present solutions demonstrating that only by using data of
spatial traffic distributions, ultra-dense small cell deployments
(such as femto, pico, and micro cells) and SON algorithms
that autonomously manage these networks can be effective in
providing capacity when and where it is actually needed.
In the literature, there exist various solutions for management of heterogeneous networks including small cell switching
strategies. Most of them focus on turning on and off BSs based
on average cell loads, e. g. in [9], [10], in order to increase
the energy efficiency (EE) of the entire network. Though, most
authors consider realistic temporal traffic profiles, the spatial
inhomogeneity of the traffic, and, therefore, its distribution
within and across the cells, is neglected in most cases. More
often than not, analysis of EE improvements through BS sleep
modes does not go beyond uniform user distributions, like
in [11]. Only few authors pay attention to the very important
aspect of spatial dynamics of mobile data traffic. For instance,
a cell zooming strategy based on spatial traffic fluctuations
has been introduced in [12] and in [13] antennas are switched
off based on user locations. However, geo-location techniques
may be inaccurate leading to erroneous traffic distributions.
Considering the necessity of spatial traffic distribution
knowledge, we propose, in this article, user-specific extensions together with self-organizing approaches inspired from
biology. We aim at achieving enhanced EE and cell-edge user
throughput in ultra-dense small cell networks by switching
on and off small BSs and by paying attention to potential
uncertainty of the traffic demand distribution.

B. Inter-Disciplinary Research and Bio-Inspired Concepts
The discussions of the varieties of interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, and transdisciplinary research have attracted
much interest over the last years [14]. The value of interdisciplinary research, such as biology-, physics-, and chemistrybased computer science or engineering, has been identified
to accelerate scientific discovery, so that important research
ideas often transcend the scope of a single discipline based
approach. Biology has developed effective solutions to tough
engineering challenges through millions of years of evolution.
Biological systems tend to be decentralized, adaptive, selfregulatory, and environmentally aware. As a result, they exhibit
self-organization, self-configuration, or self-healing features
well beyond the best human-engineered systems.
The goal is the identification of design principles that confer the afore-mentioned properties to an engineering system.
Several ideas from biology have been already successfully
implemented in different engineering fields, such as cellular
automata [15], genetic algorithms [16], neural networks [17],
or swarming algorithms [18], [19]. Some of the terms describing such research endeavors are biomimetics [20], bio-inspired
algorithms, organic computing [21], etc. In [22], Jorswieck
et al. investigate cell-to-cell communication in order to model
discrete memoryless communication channels. Recently, bioinspired networking [23] emerged as a class of strategies
for efficient and scalable networking under uncertain conditions, e. g., for autonomous organization in largely distributed
systems. Such bio-inspired strategies mimic various natural
biological systems, including ant colonies [24], immune systems (IS), and cell organization, and can be applied to selforganizing wireless networks. One example is [25], where
ICIC is performed using a cellular automata approach.
Motivated by these strategies and faced with 5G requirements, in this article, we focus on bio-inspired networking [23], more specifically on the concept of Artificial Immune
Systems (AIS) that represent adaptive systems inspired by
theoretical and experimental immunology [26]. AIS are known
to be beneficial for representing and modeling systems with
unexpected changes of external environmental conditions and
memory or learning capabilities. We follow the modeling
steps suggested in [23], namely identification of analogies,
understanding the biological behavior, and simplification and
tuning for technical applicability. Hereby, we propose a novel
approach for the activation and deactivation of small cells
and exploit the design principles of immune systems that
allow effective self-regulation in response to spatio-temporal
fluctuating pathogen loads. This approach is mathematically
formulated and used as a theoretical model to achieve high
EE and improve cell-edge throughput in an ultra-dense small
cell network with dynamic spatial traffic load.
C. Contributions of the Paper
The contributions of this article are three-fold.
‚ First, after providing the basic definitions and modeling
assumptions on wireless cellular networks and the mammalian immune system, we identify analogies between
these two systems to design SON algorithms (Sec. II).

‚

‚

Second, based on the analogies, we formulate an AISbased SON algorithm that is able to (de-)activate small
cells in ultra-dense deployments in response to the spatiotemporally fluctuating traffic load (Sec. III).
Finally, we identify basic use cases and analyze the
effects of various parameter settings on the dynamics and
robustness of the AIS-based SON algorithm with respect
to energy-efficiency and cell-edge throughput (Sec. IV).
Concluding remarks are drawn and recommendations for
future work are provided in Sec. V.

D. Notations
We denote the collections of strictly positive integers by
Ną0 , of positive real numbers by R` , and strictly positive real
numbers by Rą0 , respectively. Further, E r¨s, P r¨s, and min r¨s
are used as the expectation, probability, and min-operators,
respectively. The Laplacian operator is denoted as ∇2 . We use
calligraphic symbols, such as A, for sets, the variable t P R`
as the time, and u P R2 as a spatial coordinate.
In order to avoid confusion, we write cell, macro cell,
or small cell, whenever we refer to the technological term,
meaning the BS’s covered area. In contrast, we always specify
the cell types, when we talk about the biological term, for
example, immune cell or Tc-cell. Also, we will use the terms
small cell and small BS interchangeably.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In the following, we describe wireless cellular networks,
which potentially contain different types of BSs, and which
can be modeled on a large scale, meaning with a huge number
of BSs. We also illustrate, how we define the speed and quality
of service based on a commonly used and simple, yet realistic,
traffic model. In addition, we present the basic facts regarding
the self-regulation of the cell-mediated adaptive IS and we
develop a mathematical model that captures the main features
of the system. Analyzing both worlds, we reveal similarities
and illustrate an analogy that helps designing algorithms
for heterogeneous self-organizing wireless networks. More
specifically, we map immune cell activation and suppression
processes to the activation and deactivation of small BSs in
ultra-dense small cell networks.
A. Wireless Network Model
The performance of wireless networks is mainly driven by
signal propagation characteristics and the fact that multiple
users in the same cell have to share common radio resources.
Both have to be reflected in the wireless network model and
will be explained subsequently.
1) Layout and Signal Propagation: We consider a cellular
network in the downlink consisting of N P Ną0 active BSs of
potentially different type with respect to their transmit power
and antenna characteristics. We assume all BSs to operate in
the same frequency band with common bandwidth B, and,
therefore, to generate mutual inter-cell interference in case a
mobile user is being served. We collect all BS indices in the set
N “ t1, . . . , N u. Each BS i P N covers a region Li Ă R2

with Li X Lj “ H
Ť for i ‰ j, such that tL1 , . . . , LN u is a
partition on L :“ iPN Li . This ensures that each user can
associate with one BS only. Usually, the partition, or in other
words, the decision of a user equipment at some location u P L
to connect to a specific BS i, is determined by the maximum
received signal strength pi puq at that location. Thereby, the
quantities pi p¨q contain all relevant propagation effects, such
as path loss, shadowing, antenna patterns, average fast fading
effect, etc. Base stations, especially small ones like pico BS,
can be switched off in low load situations. In this case, we
call them inactive. As a result, a user will not be able to
connect to the deactivated BS, which changes the cell partition
accordingly.
2) Traffic Model and Service Rate: In general, user data
requests, so-called data flows [27], arrive to the system randomly and have random file sizes. Upon arrival, the download
process starts and lasts until the entire file has been transferred.
During this process, the assigned active BS is referred to as
transmitting. Since the arrival times and download durations
are random, the BS’s transmission process is a random process,
N
as well. We denote by Y P t0, 1u a random vector, the
element Yi of which is one, if BS i is transmitting and zero
otherwise. The quality of the service is primarily determined
by the signal quality, which is quantified by using the signalto-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
pi puq
,
jPN ztiu Yj pj puq ` N0

γi pu, Y q :“ ř

(1)

with N0 being the noise power. According to the ShannonHartley theorem, the maximum achievable rate ci can be
computed by
!
)
`
˘
ci pu, Y q :“ aB min log2 1 ` bγi pu, Y q , cmax .
(2)
The quantities a, b, and cmax denote the bandwidth and SINR
efficiencies, and the maximum bit rate per Hertz, respectively [28]. We compute the expected data rate a BS provides
to any user by the weighted harmonic mean of the achievable
rates [29], i. e.,
˜ż
¸´1
δi puq
Ci pY q :“
du
.
(3)
Li ci pu, Y q
Here, the weighting factors δi puq represent the normalized,
potentially
heterogeneous, user distribution in cell i with
ş
δ
puq
du
“ 1.
Li i
Usually, BS resources (capacity) are limited by a finite
bandwidth and a maximum modulation and coding scheme.
Since user requests arrive randomly, it is likely that multiple
users compete for the BS’s limited resources. According to
the Round Robin scheduler, these resources would be split
fairly among the concurrently active users. Denote by Xi
the random process of the number of concurrently active
data flows/ongoing data transfers at BS i. The instantaneous
throughput ri pu, Y, Xi q of a user at u being serviced by BS i
would then result in
ri pu, Y, Xi q “ ci pu, Y q{Xi .

(4)

B. The Immune System
The IS is one of the most fascinating organs of mammals.
Its main goal is the defense of the organism against pathogens,
such as bacteria and viruses, and the clearance of dead
material, e. g. dead cells. The IS reacts with innate and adaptive
responses. Innate immune system functionalities are activated
against typical pathogens and provide a non-specific, generic
response. However, pathogens often evade the innate responses
and, in turn, activate the adaptive IS. In this case, the IS creates
specialized killer cells specific to the pathogen. After the
elimination of the pathogen attack, an immunological memory
is created allowing the IS to act more efficiently in a future
infiltration of the same pathogen.
Adaptive IS responses involve the coordination of different
immune cells. The key phenotypes are distinguished into Tcells and B-cells. The latter play a critical role in humoral
responses, which are typically activated in blood. T-cells are
mainly involved in cell-mediated IS reactions to protect solid
tissues. T-cell phenotypes are also distinguished into different
types. Here, we mainly focus on cytotoxic (Tc) and helper
(Th) killer cells, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Please note that all
T-cell phenotypes can be found in either active or inactive
states. Active Tc-cells, also known as T-lymphocytic cells, are
exterminators of infectious agents. Tc-cells are activated under
the presence of infectious agents via an antigen presentation
process, mediated by dendritic cells, at the lymph nodes.
At the same location (lymph nodes), naive Th-cells can be
differentiated into effector, memory, and regulatory Th-cells
(Th-regs). Effector Th-cells enhance the killing ability of Tccells by the secretion of different diffusible signals, such as
cytokines. Memory Th-cells mediate immunological memory
by keeping the antigen affinity of the original killer Tccells. Finally, regulatory Th-cells are used to inhibit immune
activity and restore the physiological immunosurveillance.
The coordinated regulation of the aforementioned cell types,
depicted in Fig. 1, provide an excellent defense against known
and unknown pathogens, allowing the IS to detect, learn, kill,
and finally down-regulate its activity.
C. An Analogy between Wireless Networks and the IS
The previous section was a primer on the adaptive IS, with
special focus on the main cell types and their interactions.
Now, we exploit these ideas to build an Artificial Immune
System (AIS) model for wireless ultra-dense networks, which
self-regulates its own activity depending on the traffic load.
The first goal is to establish an analogy between the immune
system cell types and the wireless network components.
The immune system has been chosen mainly for two reasons. The first reason is extensibility. In this study, we focused
on a selected subset of features of the immune system, which
contains regulation processes of activation and deactivation
of cells that exterminate invading pathogens (incoming traffic
demand). However, features such as active learning (by Thmemory cells) or specification (by Th-effectors) of responses
to particular user demands or groups have been left for future
work. We have added respective explanations in Section V.
The second reason is the ability of the immune system to
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Fig. 1. Classical mammalian immune system: The coordination of immune
cell phenotypes in the presence of infected cells.

react to changes of environmental and intrinsic conditions, i.e.
spatio-temporally varying concentrations of pathogens, and the
self-regulation of involved cell types.
The AIS for self-organizing ultra-dense small cell networks
is depicted in Fig. 2. Initially, we postulate that bacteria (infection agents) are translated into active mobile users, Iptq. These
active users trigger the activation of small BSs, T ptq, with
rate αIT and from a pool of inactive BSs Tn ptq “ T̂ ´ T ptq,
similar to the pool of naive Tc-cells, where the quantity T̂
is the maximum number of BSs. In a mammalian IS, the
speed of killing the bacteria causing the infection depends on
the number of active Tc-cells, the capability of the latter to
exterminate the bacteria, as well as, the influx of bacteria. The
mapping to wireless networks is done as follows. The speed
of the service provided to the users depends on the number
of active small BSs, a service rate µ, as well as, the traffic
demand growth Λptq. Furthermore, to complete the analogy
between the classical IS and the AIS, regulatory signals Rptq
play the role of Th-regs that suppress the active Tc-cells.
In contrast to the classical IS, where the naive Th-cells
are effectively activated by the presence of infection, the
regulatory signals are enabled by active small BSs with rate
αT R . This is plausible since BSs are the sole players that make
active decisions and take actions. These regulatory signals then
trigger the deactivation of small BSs with a suppression rate
sRT , similar to the suppression of Tc-cells.
In the following section, we present a mathematical model
that describes the regulation dynamics of small BSs inspired
by the AIS and present the advantages of our approach.
III. B IO -I NSPIRED AUTOMATED BASE S TATION
S WITCHING IN U LTRA -D ENSE S MALL C ELL N ETWORKS
In this section, we aim at providing an algorithm that is
capable of switching on and off small BSs, which are deployed
densely in addition to an overlaying macro cellular network.
We will use the analogy described above in order to compute
a set of active BSs.
In order to design the algorithm properly, we have to
specify three important aspects: First, we have to formulate the
dynamics of the activation, deactivation, and service processes.
Second, we need to provide a proper definition of the service
rate µ, which is compliant with the wireless data service

Fig. 2. Artificial Immune System (AIS) for self-organizing ultra-dense small
cell networks.

process described in Section II-A. Last, we have to put forward
a mechanism that translates the resulting BS density (resp.
concentration of Tc-cells) to a set of active BSs, which are
already deployed at predefined locations. All three steps are
explained in the following.
A. A Mathematical Model for the AIS
Our approach follows the Law of Mass action [30] according to which the rate of a reaction is proportional to the product of the concentrations of the reactants. The mathematical
model characterizing the dynamics of the AIS consists of the
following system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs),
¯
´
dT ptq
“ αIT Iptq T̂ ´ T ptq ´ sRT T ptqRptq (5)
dt
¯
¯´
´
`m Ť ´ T ptq T̂ ´ T ptq ,
dIptq
dt
dRptq
dt

“

´µpI, T ; µ0 q ´ dI Iptq ` Λptq,

(6)

αT R T ptq ´ dR Rptq.
(7)
´
¯
In Eq. (5), the term αIT Iptq T̂ ´ T ptq expresses the rate
of activation of small BSs due to the presence of active
users Iptq. This rate is also proportional to the number of
inactive (susceptible) small BSs Tn “ T̂ ´ T ptq. The constant
αIT specifies´the activation
¯ ´ speed of¯ T ptq triggered by Iptq.
The term m Ť ´ T ptq T̂ ´ T ptq describes the effect of
immunosurveillance, i. e., how the system reacts in the absence
of both, active users and regulatory signals. Thereby, the
parameter m defines the rate of immunosurveillance activation.
Translated to the small cell (de-)activation problem: m is
proportional to the rate, with which the number of active
BSs T ptq converges to the minimum number Ť ptq. In the
absence of regulation or activation, i. e. αIT “ sRT “ 0 or
Iptq “ Rptq “ 0, and in the steady state, Eq. (5) becomes
pŤ ´ T qpT̂ ´ T q “ 0. The only possible solutions are
T “ T̂ and T “ Ť . However, since we have the initial
conditions T p0q ă T̂ to ensure stability, and T ptq ă T̂ in
general (which can be easily seen by observing Eq. (5)), in
this special case, we will have the relaxation of the system to
the infimum Ť . From a network point of view, an operator
may specify a minimum number Ť of small BSs that are
always turned on, even without users present. Finally, the
term sRT T ptqRptq is the rate of suppression or deactivation of
“

TABLE I
TABLE OF N OTATION AND A NALOGY

Symbol

AIS

AIS-SON

T pu, tq
Ipu, tq
Rpu, tq
αIT
αT R
sRT
dI
dR
µ
µ0
m
νT
νI
Λpu, tq
T̂
Ť

concentration of cytotoxic killer cells (Tc)
concentration of infectious agents
concentration of regulatory helper cells (Th-reg)
speed of Tc-cell activation in the presence of infection
speed of Th-reg activation in the presence of Tc-cells
ability of Th-regs to suppress Tc-cells
natural depletion rate of infection
natural depletion rate of Th-regs
overall extermination rate of infection through Tc-cells
ability of one Tc-cell to exterminate one infectious pathogen
rate of immunosurveillance activation
intensity of homogeneous spatial spread of Tc-cells
intensity of homogeneous spatial spread of infection
influx of infectious agents
total concentration of naive and activated Tc-cells
concentration of Tc-cells for immunosurveillance

density of activated BSs
density of active users
density of regulatory signals / information
speed of user-induced BS activation
speed of BS-induced activation of reg-signals
speed of reg-induced deactivation of BSs
rate with which users cancel service
ability to down-regulate regulatory signals
overall rate of serving users
average service rate of a BS
speed to reach minimum BS density (no users, no regs)
ability of neighbor BS activation
spatial spread of active users through user movement
spatio-temporal mobile user influx
maximum density of active BSs
minimum density of active BSs

small BSs triggered by the action of the regulatory/deactivation
signal Rptq, where parameter sRT controls the intensity of the
deactivation process.
In Eq. (6), the function µpI, T ; µ0 q models the rate, with
which users are served. This rate depends on the number
of active users and the number of active small BSs. The
exact functional form of the service rate will be introduced in
Section III-B. The term dI Iptq represents the rate, with which
users leave the system without successful or complete service.
A possible reason is that users might cancel their download
due to too low data rates, which is usually the case, if a
high number Iptq of users compete for scarce radio resources.
Additionally, the term Λptq models the time-dependent inflow
of user data requests.
Finally, in Eq. (7), the generation of regulatory signals is
proportional to αT R T ptq, whereas the term dR Rptq is the rate
of natural deactivation of regulatory signals.
Spatial extension of the AIS model: Usually, the distributions of user demand and small BSs are non-uniform in
space, such that we also have to take into account the spatial
characteristics of the system. For this purpose, we can write the
corresponding system of partial differential equations (PDEs)
similar to Eqs. (5)-(7):
´
¯
BT pu, tq
“ αIT Ipu, tq T̂ ´ T pu, tq ` νT ∇2 T pu, tq
Bt
´
¯´
¯
`m Ť ´ T pu, tq T̂ ´ T pu, tq
(8)
´sRT T pu, tqRpu, tq,
BIpu, tq
Bt

“

´µpIpu, tq, T pu, tq; µ0 q ´ dI Ipu, tq

(9)

`νI ∇2 Ipu, tq ` Λpu, tq,
BRpu, tq
“ αT R T pu, tq ´ dR Rpu, tq.
(10)
Bt
The additional terms in Eqs. (8) and (9) relate to diffusion
effects. A common assumption on the behavior of mobile users
is that they move randomly in space while being serviced,
see e. g. [31]. Interpreting this behavior as Brownian motion
directly leads to the diffusion term νI ∇2 Ipu, tq with diffusion
coefficient νI , which can be determined from the mean square
displacement of the users.

Tc-cells use signaling mechanisms to facilitate the immune
response [32]. In analogy to this, we impose the AIS to
distribute the activation process across neighboring small BSs,
which is reflected by the diffusion term νT ∇2 T pu, tq. As
a result, active small BSs would trigger the activation of
neighboring inactive small BSs for a better response to the
demand, which also spreads. In other words, the activation
process diffuses from active to non-active small BSs. The
diffusion coefficient νT adjusts, how fast diffusion occurs. It
is important to note that all relevant quantities in Eqs (8)-(10)
denote densities or concentrations given in per unit area.
B. Modeling the Service Rate
In the system of PDEs (8)-(10), we introduced the user
service rate µpIpu, tq, T pu, tq; µ0 q, which is identified to be
the throughput of the system in terms of users served per
time interval and unit area. Let Ipu, tq du be the number of
users in an area of size du around u. Then, these users are
served by T pu, tq du BSs. As pointed out in Section II-A, the
service rate of a single user follows
a hyperbolic
function
`
˘ `
˘ of
the number of users per BS Ipu, tq du { T pu, tq du (cf.
Eq. (4)). Let us, for technical reasons explained later, add a
small constant q to the number of active users Ipu, tq du, such
that q{ du ! 1. Now,
we can
the single
`
˘ calculate
`
˘ user service
rate which is µ0 T pu, tq du { Ipu, tq du ` q , where the rate
µ0 is typically equal to the data rate divided by the file size
requested. In a next step, the rate µ du of serving all present
users in the area of interest is written as
1
µ du “ µ0 T pu, tq du
Ipu, tq du,
(11)
Ipu, tq du ` q
which, normalized to the area du is
`
˘
µ Ipu, tq, T pu, tq; µ0 “ µ0 T pu, tq

Ipu, tq
.
Ipu, tq ` q{du

(12)

As can be seen, the speed of service is proportional to
the density of BSs T pu, tq, which is a natural implication
of increased service capacity through the activation of BSs.
Now, it also becomes obvious, why we need to introduce the
constant q. For Ipu, tq approaching zero, the quantity q ensures

that the service rate approaches zero. If this was not the case,
there would still be a decay in the number of users Ipu, tq
in Eqs. (6) and (9), which is unfavorable. Please, note further
that modeling the base stations’ data rates µ0 as a constant
is a simplification, which neglects the impact of the load
distribution among the cells and, therefore, of the prevailing
inter-cell interference. A more elaborate (location- or loaddependent) modeling of the rate µ0 along with a detailed
analysis of the stability of the system is left for future work.

Central node
TD1 ptd q
TD2 ptd q

Fig. 3.

C. Aspects of Practical Implementation
Regarding a potential practical implementation of the algorithm presented, we have to consider different aspects, which
can be summarized as collecting data traffic information, data
processing, algorithm execution, and finally triggering the
(de-)activation of small BSs.
With respect to data collection, we assume that, data flow
arrivals are detected and geo-located by a specific network
layer for a certain sufficiently long time interval. Such a layer,
in principle, can be the macro cell layer, which is able to
provide so-called performance measurement counters and call
traces [33], [34] along with additional information obtained
from techniques, such as Observed Time Difference of Arrival (OTDOA), Global Positioning System (GPS), or CellIDs [35]. Processing of raw data (call traces and performance
measurement counters) to obtain reliable spatio-temporal data
request influxes Λpu, tq may be a crucial, yet not trivial, task.
Here, we do not want to focus on data processing techniques;
however, we refer to [8], where the authors provide ideas to
cope with this specific problem. Another important aspect is
the actual implementation of the algorithm in the system. In
SON, we can distinguish between centralized or distributed
approaches, or a combination of both [36]. Though the AIS
approach can be used in different SON solutions regarding
centralized or distributed architectures, in this article, we focus
on the algorithm to be implemented and executed in a central
entity that has collected and processed the data required. Based
on the influx Λpu, tq and using Eqs. (8)-(10), it computes
a required BS density T pu, tq, from which it triggers the
activation and deactivation of small BSs.
The computation of the PDE system can be done efficiently
by measuring the spatio-temporal user input flow, transforming
is into Λpu, tq and computing the base station density T pu, tq
in real-time. However, the complexity and performance of the
entire algorithm strongly depends on the way the base station
density T pu, tq is translated into a set of active base stations
and on how often this operation is performed. In general,
complexity scales with the number of available base stations.
By applying a hierarchical decision process, complexity can
be immensely reduced.
An approach to trigger the activation of small BS: In
networks considered, small BSs may be deployed in such a
dense structure, that a single small BS is able to cover also the
cell areas of other neighboring BSs, in case they are switched
off. This is especially the case, if a variety of different small
BSs, such as micro, pico, and femto BSs, are considered.
Bearing this in mind, it makes sense to consider master BSs,

TC1 ptd q

TC2 ptd q

TD5 ptd q

Active small BS

Suppress activation

Inactive small BS

Allow activation + send TD ptd q

Hierarchical decision making for small cell activation.

which are able to either allow surrounding BSs, meaning the
master’s designated slaves, to activate or deactivate themselves
or suppress their activation. The decision, whether a master
allows or suppresses the activation of its slaves and the
decision of the activation itself are made based on the current
BS density T pu, tq. Fig. 3 depicts an exemplary tree structure
illustrating the approach. Let TD ptd q be the desired number of
activated BSs in some domain D P R2 at some time instant td .
This number can be computed from the BS density T ptd , uq
(output of the PDE system) by
ż
TD ptd q “
T ptd , uq du.
(13)
D

In a first step, the central node triggers the (de-)activation
process by sending messages to two master BSs. These messages contain information about the average numbers TC1 ptd q
and TC2 ptd q of active small BSs in the domains C1 and C2 ,
respectively. More specifically, the domain C1 is the union
of all regions D1 . . . D5 that are covered by the master BS
and its four slaves (the same principle applies to the cluster
C2 , as well). The domains Di can be defined according to
various methods, such as through a Voronoi tessellation or by
user association rules, e. g. specified by best RSRP (reference
signal receive power) values. It is assumed that the domains
Di are known to the system, especially to master base stations
(to form the cluster regions). In the example shown in Fig. 3,
the value TC1 ptd q of the first master BS is above a pre-defined
threshold (in contrast to the second master, which suppresses
the activation process). As a consequence, the master allows
the (de-)activation of its slaves (and also considers its own
activation). The final decision is then made based on the values
TDl ptd q, l P t1, . . . , 5u, where again, certain thresholds are
considered. Note that the definition of the thresholds may
depend on the small cell clusters or the deployment, and has
to be well-considered. Section IV-A will provide more insights
into the choice of the thresholds.
This hierarchical approach has the following advantages.
Firstly, the complexity of finding a set of active BSs is
reduced by letting master BSs decide for a number of slaves.
Secondly, the amount of information exchanged among small
BSs can be lowered by suppressing the activation process of
entire clusters of small BSs, for example in large regions that
exhibit low traffic demand. Lastly, by a smart design of the
hierarchical structure (by choosing a proper set of masters
and assigning corresponding neighbor slaves), we are able to
achieve a more homogeneous distribution of active BSs in case
of homogeneous user distributions.

TABLE II
S CENARIO C ONFIGURATION

Macro BS
Number of nodes
Antenna patterns [38]
Number of antennas
Antenna height [38]
Inter-site distance
Bandwidth B
Noise figure [39]
Maximum transmit power
Path loss model1 [38]
Power consumption2,3 Pi [40]
Fig. 4. System layout with two-tier (yellow and blue) three-sectorized macro
cells and overlaying pico BS forming a hexagonal cellular grid (grey).

IV. N UMERICAL E VALUATION
Next, we provide a basic scenario setup and an evaluation
toolset, with which we illustrate the effects and robustness of
different configurations of the AIS-based SON algorithm on
the network performance.
A. Description of the Simulation Scenario
In the following, we specify the network layout, the hierarchical clustering of small BSs, and the fluctuating traffic
demand considered.
1) Network Layout and Signal Propagation Characteristics:
We consider an overlaying three-fold sectorized Long Term
Evolution (LTE) hexagonal layout with two tiers as depicted
in Fig. 4. We consider in total 57 low-capacity macro BSs
(mainly for signaling, cf. C-plane/U-plane split [37]) and add
to these nodes additional surrounding macro BSs to generate
a realistic inter-cell interference scenario. However, in the
figures we only show the inner 57 cells, over which our
numerical evaluations are performed. The inter-site distance
is 500 m. In addition to the macro BSs, we regularly add
high capacity pico BSs with an inter-site distance of 50 m.
Both network layers operate in different frequency bands with
bandwidths of B “ 5 MHz and B “ 20 MHz, respectively.
All relevant system settings and propagation characteristics are
compliant with the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project)
standard [38] and are summarized in Table II. We consider all
macro BSs to be turned on in order to provide basic coverage
and a minimum of capacity. Network capacity can be added
dynamically through turning on pico BSs.
A hexagonal layout is chosen here, because it makes the
hierarchical clustering very efficient. Other layouts, such as
random deployments according to Poisson Point Processes,
are also possible. For ease of illustration of the concept, such
aspects are left for future work, in which feasibility studies
shall focus on the practical integration with existing systems.
2) Hierarchical Clustering of Pico BSs: Setting up the
hierarchy of the pico BSs (as explained in Section III-C),
we exploit the hexagonal layout and define clusters of seven
pico BSs. They comprise one central and six surrounding BSs,
where the central BS is the master of the six surrounding. We
consider four stages of hierarchy, so that we have 74 “ 2401
pico BSs that are able to cover the region that is initially served

57
3-fold sectorized
2
32 m
500 m
5 MHz
-5 dB
43 dBm
128.1 dB`37.6
log10 pd{kmq
`
˘ dB
40.18 p1 ´ ξq ρi ` ξ W `
5.42 W

Pico BS
Number of nodes
Antenna patterns [38]
Number of antennas
Antenna height [38]
Inter-site distance
Bandwidth B
Noise figure [39]
Maximum transmit power
Path loss model [38]
Power consumption Pi [40]

74
omni-directional
2
10 m
50 m
20 MHz
-5 dB
24 dBm
140.7 dB`36.7
log10 pd{kmq
`
˘ dB
1.41 p1 ´ ξq ρi ` ξ W `
1.38 W

Other
Base station hardware configuration [40]
Fast fading margin [41]
Antenna diversity gain [41]
UE noise figure [39]
Carrier frequency [38]
Thermal noise
Bandwidth efficiency a
SINR efficiency b
Scheduler

2020
-2 dB
3 dB
-9 dB
2.0 GHz
´174 dBm/Hz
0.63
0.4
Round Robin

Algorithm settings
Diffusion coefficient νI
Diffusion coefficient νT
Max. BS density T̂
Min. BS density Ť
Speed m to converge to Ť
Depletion rate dI
Depletion rate dR
Parameter q
Speed µ0 of serving users
dt

104 km´2
0
0.001
0
1 s´1
0.01
5 s´1
0.01 s

Rates αT R , sRT (Exp. A)

1 s´1

Parameter αIT (Exp. B)
1

The
The
of BS
3 The
2

0
0

0.05 s´1

quantity d is the distance between a user and the BS in km
quantity ρi P r0, 1s is the average radio resource utilization (load)
with index i. It will be defined in Section IV-B
quantity ξ denotes the fraction of signaling overhead

by the 57 macro cells. Note that the regular deployment of
small cells is rather simplistic; however, in this article, it is
sufficient for illustrating the main idea and the concept of our
optimization approach. Simulations can easily be extended to
more irregular small cell deployments, for instance through
Poisson Point processes [42] with a stronger clustering at
locations of interest.

Fig. 5 depicts a section of the small cell layer. The pico BS
serving the purple cell is able to trigger the yellow cells (its
slaves) at time td . Based on the forwarded messages containing
the average number of active BSs TC ptd q in the yellow cell’s
domain C (including red, blue, and light blue shaded areas), the
yellow cell is turned on if 0.5 ď TC ptd q ă 1. For TC ptd q ă 1,
it suppresses the activation (and decision making) of its slaves.
If there is at least one active BS in the domain C, meaning
TC ptd q ě 1, the same decision making process is triggered in
the next lower stage (with the blue cells as masters). Finally,
in clusters C 1 of the last( stage (blue and light blue cells in
Fig. 5), min rTC 1 ptd qs, 7 are activated that exhibit the highest
Ť7
individual values TDi ptd q with i“1 Di “ C 1 . The sets Di
denote the potential coverage regions of the individual blue
and light blue cells in the cluster C 1 , and correspond to cell
areas that result from user association rules according to best
RSRP values.
3) Spatio-Temporal Traffic Demand Considered: Let
u, u0 P L. Consider the Gaussian function
¸
˜
pu ´ u0 qT pu ´ u0 q
(14)
Gpu; A, u0 , σq “ A exp ´
2σ 2
to be the model of a traffic hot spot with peak data flow arrival
intensity A and width determined by σ. The center of the hot
spot is located at u0 . For studying the effect of the parameters,
we carry out two different experiments.
Experiment A: Firstly, we consider a stationary hot spot
at location u0 indicated by the red cross in Fig. 4. We study the
impact of the intensity of BS activation by varying parameter
αIT . Without loss of generality, we choose A “ 90 s´1 km´2
and σ “ 120 m, and add an offset A0 “ 0.02 s´1 km´2 to the
Gaussian hot spot, such that we have a total arrival intensity of
ΛA pu, tq :“ G pu; A, u0 , σq ` A0 (the superscript "A" stands
for experiment "A"). In order to investigate the robustness of
the optimization with respect to the traffic demand considered,
we add a bias to the actual location of the traffic hot spot by
shifting the center of the hot spot by ux meters to the east.
We aim to mimic a specific uncertainty of the geo-located
traffic statistics, that might occur either due to errors in the
geo-location or data processing steps, or to an actual change
in the traffic situation, in case of error-free processing. Thus,
the traffic demand
` used for evaluation
˘ of the performance
T
is ΛA
E pu, tq :“ G u; A, u0 ` pux , 0q , σ ` A0 (the subscript
"E" stands for "Evaluation").
Experiment B: Secondly, we consider one traffic hot spot,
the center u0 ptq of which moves along the green dashed route
in Fig. 4 with speed 10 km per hour. We choose the same
settings as in experiment A. Similar to the spatial offset to
analyze the algorithm’s robustness, we add a delay ∆t to the
actual traffic demand. The algorithm’s input
` traffic and ˘the one
for evaluation would` be ΛB pu, tq :“ G ˘u; A, u0 ptq, σ ` A0
and ΛBE pu, tq :“ G u; A, u0 pt ´ ∆tq, σ ` A0 , respectively.
We vary the BS deactivation delay by varying the parameters
αT R and sRT , where we choose αT R “ sRT . The configuration of the other parameters is summarized in Table II.

Fig. 5.

Hierarchical pico BS structure in the scenario considered.

B. Evaluation Tool
We use an evaluation tool, which is based on a queuingtheoretic modeling of the mobile data traffic service process.
More specifically, we make the following assumptions:
(1) Data flows arrive to
ş a BS i according to a Poisson process
with rate λi ptq “ Li ΛA,B
E pu, tq du,
(2) Flow sizes are exponentially distributed with mean Ω in
bits,
(3) During the service process, a data flow experiences timeaveraged interference conditions.
Assumptions (1) and (2) lead to an M/M/1-EPS (Egalitarian
Processor Sharing) queuing model for each of the BS. Let Xi
be the random process, describing the number of concurrently
active data flows in cell i and ρi :“ λi {µi be the system load
with average service rate µi . Based on the aforementioned
modeling assumptions, the probability of Xi taking the value
xi can be computed by the formula [43]
P tXi “ xi u “ p1 ´ ρi qρxi i

(15)

if the system is stable, meaning ρi :“ λi {µi ă 1. Now, `sub-˘
stituting the random variable Yj in Eq. (1) by its mean E Yj
(assumption (3)), enables us formulating an approximation
of
`
˘
the mean service rate of the BS by µi :“ Ci E pY q {Ω, with
`
˘T
E pY q :“ E pY1 q , . . . , E pYN q . The rate µi provides the
throughput of a BS in terms of user requests per second.
This model has initially been proposed in [44], and further
developed in [45] and [46]. There are two important aspects of
the model. First, it resembles data flow dynamics, meaning the
competition of multiple data transfers for limited resources.
Secondly, it captures the mutual inter-cell interference coupling behavior of modern cellular communications systems
that usually use a frequency reuse factor of one. The latter can
directly be deduced from the following. Since the fact that a
BS is transmitting (and generates interference) is related to the
fact that there is at least one user being served, we can write
E pYi q “ P tXi ě 1u “ ρi and
(
ρi “ min λi {µi pρq, 1 ,
(16)
T

with ρ :“ pρ1 , . . . , ρN q . We can see that the load of a BS
depends on the load of all its neighbors. Eq. (16) can be
solved efficiently via a fixed point iteration, which is based
on a so-called interference function calculus [47]. We refer the
interested reader to [6] for further details about this framework.
It is important to note that the evaluation tool can be adapted
to other opportunistic scheduling policies, such as proportional
fair. For more information, we would like to refer the interested
reader to [29].
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Throughput percentiles and EE as a function of the hot spot displacement ux for different algorithm settings in experiment A.

We consider the following two key performance indicators,
which can be deduced from the quantities above.
User throughput: In order to evaluate the network performance from a user point of view, we consider the 5th
and 50th percentiles of their throughputs. According to the
M/M/1 EPS queuing model along with the average interference
assumption, the expectation of the throughput ri pu, Y, Xi q
of a user at location u and connected to BS i can be well
approximated by the maximum achievable rate multiplied with
the fraction of free resources [29], that is
ri puq “ p1 ´ ρi qci pu, ρq.

(17)

Network energy efficiency: We define the network energy
efficiency (EE) (in bit/Joule) by the ratio of the amount of
traffic served (sum of utilized cell capacities in bps) and power
consumed. We can write
ÿ
ÿ
Epρq “
ρi Ci pρq{
Pi pρi q,
(18)
iPN

iPN

where the terms Pi pρi q denote the load-dependent power
consumption of the BSs (see Table II). In addition to the aforementioned metrics, we will provide the BS utilizations ρi and
the number of activated pico BS, whenever it is needed.
C. Results and Discussion
In the following, we provide simulation results for both,
experiment A and experiment B.
1) Experiment A: Figs. 6(a)-6(c) depict the user throughput
in the plane for different settings of the activation rate αIT
and diffusion coefficient νT . For a low activation rate αIT
(Fig. 6(a)), we identify pico BSs that are activated to cover
the hot spot as defined in Section IV-A3. For an increased
activation rate αIT , we see that there is a higher number of

active pico BSs, leading to a more dense provisioning of capacity (Fig. 6(b)). Furthermore, we observe that the activation
process spreads spatially by increasing the diffusion coefficient
νT (Fig. 6(c)). As a result, pico BSs cover a larger region
in the entire plane; however, since their total number stays
approximately the same (which is a natural consequence of
the diffusion process), the BS density is lower in the center
of the hot spot compared with less diffusion.
From the previous discussion, it seems natural to exploit
the effects of a more aggressive activation of pico BSs in
case of erroneous traffic demand input. We choose activation rates αIT P t0.03, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.14, 0.17, 0.2u,
which lead to t24, 27, 37, 47, 53, 65, 71, 86u activated pico
BSs, respectively. In order to quantify the benefits, we depict
the key performance metrics as a function of the spatial
displacement ux in Fig. 7. Having a look at Fig. 7(a), we
identify a considerable increase in cell edge throughput thanks
to a more aggressive activation of pico BSs for increasing
rate αIT , although activating pico BSs introduces interference. Moreover, increasing the activation rate enhances the
robustness against misaligned traffic input ΛA
E pu, tq. Figs. 7(b)7(c) depict the EE of the macro/signaling layer and the small
cell layer, respectively. Interestingly, the EE decreases for both
layers, when the BS activation rate is raised. The macro layer
EE drops because traffic is increasingly offloaded to pico
BSs. At the same time, the additional traffic served by the
small cell layer does not compensate their additional power
consumption, thus yielding the decrease in small cell layer
EE. For a larger displacement ux (e. g. through geo-location
errors) of the traffic hot spot, the macro layer EE increases up
to a certain break point, which indicates an overload situation
in macro cells. The corresponding displacement can be seen
best in Fig. 7(a), where the user cell edge throughput drops to
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experiment B, where αT R “ sRT .

zero. The opposite effect, i. e. "offloading" traffic from pico
BSs to macro BSs through misalignment, is true for the small
cell layer.
Finally, Fig. 7(d) depicts the total network energy efficiency
versus the cell edge throughput. The different curves represent,
again, the various configurations of the activation rate αIT .
The dependency on the displacement ux is indicated by the
same markers as for the previously described figures, i. e.
increasing displacement ux leads to a decrease in throughput and EE. Here, the trade-off between EE and cell edge
throughput can be seen directly. For example, for ux “ 50 m
and αIT “ 0.04 (circle marker on red curve), we have a
network EE of around 120 kbit/J and a cell edge throughput
of 4.5 Mbps. By increasing the rate to αIT “ 0.17 (circle
marker on light red curve), we achieve a relative cell edge
throughput gain of 210 %, while the EE only drops by 5 %.
In general, we can conclude from Fig. 7(d), that large gains in
cell edge throughput can be achieved at a relatively low cost
(decrease in network EE), as long as BSs are not activated
too aggressively, e. g. by setting αIT “ 0.2 in our scenario,
or geo-location error are not too large.
2) Experiment B: Figs. 6(d)-6(e) illustrate the state of the
mobile network at t “ 260 s, i. e., when the moving hot
spot "travelled" about 3/4 of the green dashed route (see
Section IV-A3). The basic information that can be gleaned
from Figs. 6(d)-6(e) is that, decreasing the activation rate αT R
of regulatory signals and decreasing the deactivation rate sRT
of BSs effectively delays the power down of the pico BSs.
Consequently, the fluctuating traffic demand generates a tail
of activated pico BSs, which can be beneficial in case of
erroneous traffic demand input as explained in the following.
As pointed out in Section IV-A3, we add a time delay ∆t
to the actual fluctuating traffic demand. For ∆t “ 0, i. e. no
delay, we achieve 5th and 50th percentiles of user throughputs
of about 1.5 Mbps and 8 Mbps, nearly independent of the BS
deactivation delay determined by sRT and αT R (except for
sRT “ αT R “ 5, where the BS deactivation is performed too
fast to serve the user population). Interestingly, adding a delay
∆t ą 0, substantially improves user throughputs, which is a

consequence of already activated BSs. Furthermore, this effect
is intensified by a higher delay of the BS deactivation process
(lower values for sRT and αT R ). We can see that we achieve
maxima, when the user hot spot is located at the "optimal
location of the tail" of the set of activated BSs. Let us interpret
the delay ∆t as a time interval for traffic prediction, instead of
an erroneous delay. Then, the activation of pico BSs would be
triggered already ∆t seconds prior to the arrival of the actual
traffic. As a result, we can state that the AIS-inspired SON
algorithm can also be seen as a pro-active SON approach,
which is able to tackle temporal uncertainty of traffic input by
pro-actively activating pico BSs in advance and delaying their
deactivation.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this article, we presented a mathematical model of an
Artificial Immune System that is inspired from analogies
between SON concepts in ultra-dense small cell networks and
the self-regulation in adaptive immune systems.

The mathematical model translates the design principles
of the adaptive immune system to the autonomous activation/deactivation of BSs mediated by regulatory signals.
The same self-regulation dynamics of the adaptive immune
system are hereby applied to the activation dynamics of
BSs in ultra-dense networks as a response to the spatiotemporal fluctuating traffic load. Additionally, the model presented predicts the service rate of the wireless network and
determines the spatio-temporal dynamics of the regulatory
signals. The proposed AIS-based SON approach aims at
cell-edge throughput enhancement instead of overall network
performance maximization, while at the same time achieving
higher energy efficiency via BS (de-)activation. This is in
line with biological observations since the goal in biology
is the adaptation to environmental fluctuations at low energy
expenditures instead of providing highly optimized solutions.
System level simulations have been carried out to analyze the
throughput and energy efficiency under various parameter settings. Results demonstrate that the proposed AIS-based SON
approach increases the cell-edge throughput with increased
BS activation speed. The SON algorithm proposed can be
configured in a way, such that small BSs are turned on prior
to the actual arrival of traffic demand and are deactivated with
a delay. This leads to a pro-active SON approach, which is
robust against spatio-temporal uncertainty of the traffic load.
In this study, we focused only on a selected subset of
features of the immune system, which contains regulation processes of activation and deactivation of cells that exterminate
invading pathogens. However, features such as active learning
(by Th-memory cells) or specification (by Th-effectors) of
responses to particular user demands or user groups have
been left for future work. Further, we intend to improve the
AIS-based SON approach by adaptive and smart solutions to
obtain the activation rate of BSs and the diffusion based on
further biological insights. In addition, we plan to improve the
modeling of the service rate with respect to realistic correlation
between the number of active BSs and users, and inter-cell
interference.
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